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Bundles with Totally Disconnected Structure Group

By John W. Wood

1. Introduction

We consider the problem of reducing the structure group of a circle bundle over
a 2-manifold to a totally disconnected subgroup and find necessary and sufficient
conditions in terms of the Euler class of the bundle ; the resuit is stated in Theorems 1.1

and 1.2. In §6 we discuss the relation of such a réduction to foliations and flat
connections. The proof of 1.1 and 1.2 dépends on a study of products of commutators in
certain universal covering groups and, using the same methods, in §7 we characterize

the éléments of SL (2) which can be written as m-fold products of commutators.
By a fibre bundle we mean an équivalence class of coordinate bundles under the

équivalence generated by enlarging the set of (admissible) coordinate transformations,
see Steenrod [10, § 2]. Given a bundle £' with group G' and a homomorphism q>:G' -*G
there is a bundle { with group G over the same base whose coordinate transformations
are those of £' composed with q>. We say £ is the bundle induced from Ç' by (p. If q>

is a homeomorphism onto its image we say Ç reduces to the subgroup G'.

Let Top S1 be the group of homeomorphisms of S1 and DiiïS1 the subgroup of
diffeomorphisms. Let GdTopS1 be a group which retracts by déformation to
O (2) c G. Let M be a 2-manifold and 0 be the orientation bundle of integer coefficients

twisted by v^1(M):7r1(M)-^AutZ. Poincaré duality gives an isomorphism of
H2(M; 0) with Z by évaluation on the fundamental cycle [M]. A bundle £ over M
with fibre S1 and group G is ^-orientable if the total space is orientable or, equiva-
lently, if wt (Ç) wi {M). Such bundles are classified by their Euler class

Our main resuit is the following.

THEOREM 1.1. For an (9-orientable fibre bundle £ with fibre S\ group G TopSl
or DiffiS1, and base a 2-manifold M the following are équivalent:

(i) { can be reduced to a totally disconnected subgroup.

(ii) \x(0tM]\^-x(M) for X(M)<0
=0 for x(M)>0.

(iii) { is induced by a représentation q> : n1 (M) -? G.

(iv) There is a foliation (smooth if G DiffS1) of the total space with leaves trans¬

verse to the fibres.
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Notice that if M is orientable then we may replace G by the subgroup G+ of
orientation preserving maps. In fact wt (£) is obtained from cp by composition with
the map G-> G/G+ Z2.

SL(2), the group of real 2x2 matrices with déterminant +1, acts faithfully on
R2 and on the set of oriented lines through 0 which we identify with S1. This gives a

natural action of SL(2) on S1 which préserves antipodal points. Let T0P2S1 be the

subgroup of Top S1 of éléments which commute with the antipodal map.
Define jT:R->R by T(t) t + 1. T générâtes the covering transformations of the

covering R -* S1. Any homeomorphism g : S1 -» S1 lifts to a homeomorphism/: R -» R

satisfyingfT—Tfiîg préserves orientation ovfT=T~1fiîg reverses orientation and
such an/covers a well-defined pfe Top S1. Suppose G acts efFectively on S1. Set

G {f:R-+R \fT±xf9pfe G}. Then G is a group, p:G-*G is a surjective homomor-
phism and ker p Z, hence/? is a covering. Since we assume SO(2)c=G+ as a déformation

retract, G+ is the universal covering group of G+. Identify R as a subgroup of
G+ by sending a e R to the function/,(f )=f+a; then we hâve:

R czG+czG

| i [F

SO(2)c:G+ cG

THEOREM 1.2. £ as in Theorem 1.1 with group G, SL(2)çGç Top2Sl, then the

following are équivalent :

(i) £ can be reduced to a totally disconnected subgroup.

(iï) |*(OM<-i*M for X(M)^O
0 for x(M)>0

(iii) £ w induced by a représentation <p : % (M) -* G.

(iv) If G is a Lie group then the associâted principal bundle has a flat connection.

The theorem for SL (2) and M orientable is due to Milnor and the proof of Theo-

rems 1 and 2 is modeled on his paper [7]. I thank Professor Milnor for several helpful
conversations.

2. Proof of theorems

The universal covering space iCf of M is a principal n1 (M) bundle. The G-bundle

induced by a homomorphism q>\nx (M)-+G reduces to the subgroup image cp which
is totally disconnected since nx (M) is countable. The converse is proved in Steenrod

[10, §13]; hence i) and iii) are équivalent.
We now describe an algorithm for Computing xiOL^l from (p:n1(M)-+G.

Regard M as a 2«-gon with pairs of edges identified so the fundamental group is
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présentée! as nt (M)={a1?..., an | W(ocu..., an) 1} where Wis the word obtained by
listing the orientée edges in order. Choose/j e G covering <p(af) e G; then W(fu...
'",fn) covers <p(W(ccu..., art))=l so W(fu...9fn) is translation by some integer.

LEMMA2.1.
This is Lemma 2 in [7] in the case M orientable. In §3 we will dérive the non-

orientable case from this. The algorithm described above can be thought of as a
coboundary. Briefly, there is a canonical élément seH1 (M ; ni(M)) which assigns

to each edge the homotopy class it represents. Let ô be the coboundary operator cor-
responding to the séquence

0 -> Z -? G -+ G -> 0.

Then #(£)= —S(p*s, (cf. Hirzebruch [6, §4.3.1] and his sign convention p. 59). The
lemma computes <5 explicitly.

In the rest of this section we will reduce the theorems in the case M is orientable
to two propositions about products of commutators. We may assume M^S2 since

that case follows already from condition iii). We will apply Lemma 2.1 to the normal
presentationofMwhichgives7C1(M) {a1,..., a2m | [al5 a2]...[a2m_1, a2m] l} where

m is the genus of M and — x(M) 2m — 2.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Ifan m-foldproduct ofcommutators in Top+ S1 is translation
by a then |a|<2m-l.

This gives i)=>ii) in Theorem 1.1.

Define a homomorphism j :Top+ S1 -+ Top+ S1 byj(f) (t)=if(2t). Then image/

COROLLARY 2.3. If an m-foldproduct of commutators in Top2 S1 is translation

by a, then \a\<m—%.
Proof Say [jfuJfil-lJfim-iJfim] t=t+a. By définition of y, [/1,/2]...[/2m-iJ

fiml (2t)=2t+2a9 hence \2a\<2m-l.
This gives i)=>ii) in Theorem 1.2.

Define SeSL(2) by S(t)=t+i.

PROPOSITION 2.4. Sn can be written as an m-fold product of commutators in

SL(2)/or |/i|<2/n-2. __
Now for \n\^m-\yTn=S2n lf1J2'\...if2m-iJ2m\ where /ieSL(2). Define

q>:n1(M)-+SL by çia^pf; then
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This proves the construetive part of Theorem 1.2 for SL(2) and hence for any
larger group.

Top2 S1 and in particular SL (2) acts also on the set of unoriented Unes in R2 which

we may identify with S1. This action is not effective; f j acts as the identity.

There is a natural homorphism h:Top2S1 -^TopS1, h(SL(2))czDiïï+ S1, and the

image A(SL(2))*SL(2)/{(~ J _JV=PSL(2). Aiscoveredbyfi: Top^1 -TopS1.

If fi (f) covers the identity, then/covers f j or j sof=Sn for some n.

by <p(Xi)=ph(fi). Then [fifl9 fal-Wirn-i, hf2m\=Hsn) T\ This proves the
construetive part of Theorem 1.1.

3. The non-orientable case

Let N be a non-orientable surface and p:M-+ N be the orientable double cover.
Let 0 be the orientation bundle for N. Since p*wx (N)=0, p*@ Z and we hâve a

commutative square

n[JV] nl

Thus 2%(Ç) [Ar]=x(/?*O[^] f°r an ^-orientable bundle { on N, in particular
x(M)=2%(N). Given (p:n1(N)-*G, let £ be the G-bundle induced by cp from the
universal covering bundle. Then p*£ is the bundle on M corresponding to q> <>p#.

Since ^ is ^-orientable, image q> op#^G+ a,ndp*Ç is orientable. Now the implication
i)=>ii) in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 for non-orientable surfaces follows from the case of
orientable surfaces.

We now verify Lemma 2.1 for the normal présentation of N which gives % (N)
{al5..., <xk | W=l} where FF=oc2...afc. Hère k=2-x(N) is the genus of N. Let Fk

be the free group on al9..., a*. Given q> : n1 (N) -> G, choose a lift $ : Fk -> G, wt (^) is

the composition of cp with the projection G-*G/G+, hence ^(a^) reverses orientation
on S1 and r^(af)= $(af) T"1; hence ^(af)2 is independent of the choice of lift. We

must check that x(0 [iV]= -w where fy(W)=Tn. Let F2k-2 be the free group on the

generators ftl9—>Pk-u 7i>—> 7t-i and set ^=i8i--A-iyk"-1i(yife-2A"-1iTk~-2)---
(?ii?2 1yî"1)/T1?*-!- Then nx{M) can be presented as {F2k_2 | V=l} and the map

p# is given by
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P# (Pt) a,2, p# (y,) Wïli, 1 < î ^ k - 1.

il2k2 k

I I I

Compute p# (V)= WukW~xu.kx. (Take two 2fc-gons and mark the edges with arrows
labeled al9 ai, a2, a^,... and ai, a1? a^, a2,... respectively. Then glue them together
along ct'k; the resuit, figure 1, is a présentation of M with two vertices and 4k — 2 edges.

This can be reduced by cutting and pasting, beginning by cutting along f$x and pasting
along ai, to the présentation of M given above. The image p# (V) of the relation for
M will be formally équivalent (equal in Fk) to the boundary of the original (4k — 2)-gon,
namely ocf...a£_^k(xk~lx...ocï2ock l W(xkW~xak l.) Now (f>(W) covers the identity so

îp(W) Tn for some n, hence çp# (V) Tnç>(ak) T~nty(<xk)~1 T2n. By the lemma

applied to M, i(p*Ç)\M]=—2n. Hence x(Z) [^]= ~n- Since we are interested

ultimately in the absolute value we hâve not mentioned the several choices above

which affect the sign of this resuit.
Now exactly as in §2 the constructive parts of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 follow from

PROPOSITION 3.1. For \n\<,k-2, Sn=g\...g\ whereg^To^S1 covers an élément

in the coset l )SL(2).\ 0 -1/

4. A rétraction Top+ S1 -? R

In this section we prove Proposition 2.2 by studying a retraction r :Top+ S1 -*R.

Recall that/eTop"1"^1 iff/is a homeomorphism of R such that/(/+l)=/(0+l-
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An élément aeR corresponds to the fxmctionfa(t)=t+a.

Definer(/) [f{t)-tdt.

Clearly r(fa)=a and r covers a retraction of Top+ S1 to SO(2).
The retraction r has the following properties :

u+1

f f(t)-tdt foranyueR.

There is an x such that/(;c)—x=r(f). This is the mean value theorem.
Consider the graph (figure 2).

s t+r(f)
s fit)

(4.1)

(4.2)

t, x+1

Figure 2

B={(t, s):

(4.3)

Proof. By (4.l)£+l f(t)-(t+r(f))dt=O.
This means area yË=area B. Reading from vertical to horizontal the same figure

is a graph of t=f~i (s) and t=*s-r{f). Hence

J

which gives the resuit.

r(f)-i<f(t)-t<r(f) + i foralH. (4.4)
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Proof. Say f(to)-to-r(f) u and refer to the graph (figure 2). Assume w>0.
Since/is monotonie, B includes the right isosceles triangle with edges parallel to the
axes and vertex at (t09t0 + r(f) + u) and with area \u2. On the other hand A is included
in the two such triangles with vertices at (t0, x + r(f)) and (jc+ 1, to + r(f) + u) whose
combined area is <i(l —u)2. Hence ^w2<area ^4 area B<\{\ — u)1 which implies
u<\. The case u<0 is analogous.

r (fg) r (/) + r (g) if /> g> or fgis a translation. (4.5)

Proof. lîf(t) t + a, then r(fg)=Siog(t) + a-t dt a + r{g).
If g is a translation r(fg)= -
If/g is a translation r(/)
Any matrix in SL(2) can be written uniquely as a product RS of an élément

ReSO(2) and a symmetric, positive definite matrix S. In [7] Milnor used the retraction

r'(RS) R. The lift to SL of R is a translation and r (lift of S) 0 (since the

action of S on S1 is symmetric about the principal axes in the directions of the

orthogonal eigenvectors of S), so (4.5) implies that r agrées with the lift of r' on SL.

No retraction is a homomorphism; we now détermine how much r differs from a

homomorphism.

\r(fg)-r(f)-r(g)\<i. (4.6)

Proof. r(f)-i<f(g(t))-g(t)<r(f)+iby (4.4). Integrate from 0 to 1 and use

to get

HUu fil... Uim-u fim~\)\ < 2m - ±. (4.7)

/. Apply (4.6) 4m-1 times and use (4.3).
This last resuit is enough to prove i)=>ii) in Theorem 1.2; for Theorem 1.1 a

further fact is necessary.

PROPOSITION 4.8. There is an x such that |[/, g] (*)- x\ < 1.

Proof.
Case 1 : /covers an élément of Top+ S1 with no fixed points. This means

t + m < / (t) < t + m 4- 1 for some m e Z.

Z"1 is monotonie, so
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Thèse inequalities give

t- m- 1 <f~1(t)< t-m.
Replace tby g'1^):

g-1(0-m-K/-V1(0<r1(0-m
and apply g:

t-m-l<gf~~1g~1(t)<t-m.

Case 2: /covers an élément ofTop+ «S1 with a fixed point, so there is a y such that

/ (y) y + m for some meZ.

leZ. Then y+m + l=f(y+ l)^f(x)<f (y+ l+l)=y+m+ l+\. Hence jc-
sox-l<[f, g] (j

COROLLARY 4.9. 77*£?re w a« x 5wcA that

Hyi,/2].-.[/2»-i,/2JW-x|<2m-l.
Proo/. Choose x by the proposition so that

Itf2»-1,/2J(*)-*I<1.
Write A [/1,/2]...[/2w-3,/2WÎ-2], then |r(A)|<2m-| by (4.7), so

for ail t by (4.4). Hence

I* 1^2»-i.AJ (*)-*!< 2m-1.
This gives immediately the proof of

PROPOSITION 2.2. igTow m-foldproduct ofcommutâtors in Top+ S1 is translation

by a then |a|<2i»—l.

5. Proof of Propositions 2.4 and 3.1.

Let ^T be the conjugacy class in SL(2) of ]. A matrix AeK if and only if
trace ^4=f, hence also y4~1eAr. Any product ABeK-Kis equal to a commutator,

1C~1, since ^ is conjugate to A'1.

PROPOSITION 5.1. IfAe$L{2) and Aï-I, then AeKK and hence is a
commutator.
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Proof. A (* )=IeK-K so we may assume A^I, -L Then A is mono-

genic, that is, there is a vector veR2 such that v, Av are a basis for R2. Hence A is

conjugate to a matrix of the form f j, (using det^4 l). Let x a/2 — f, then

hence AeK-K.
Recall the homomorphism j: Top+S'1-*Top+S1 defined in § 2 byj(f)(t)

=if(2t).

LEMMA5.2. r(;(/))=\r (/).
Proof. \ll2COROLLARY. Eléments of image j and in particular éléments of SL (2) satisfy

the following stronger versions of the inequalities o/§4:

K/)-i</(0-'<r(/) + i. (5.3)

k(C/i,/2]..-L/>2*-i,/2j)l<m-i. (5.5)

Let /0 cover f j and satisfy/0 (0) 0. Let K be the conjugacy class of/0. Then

for feK, tr/=(by définition) tr(/?/)=f. /has a fixed point and so k(/)|<i. Now

^f so some translate TV'^^but then \r(Tnf~1)\ \n-r(f)\<i so |«

LEMMA 5.6. feK2m implies fis an m-fold product of commutators.

Proof Say/=/1../mwhere/ie£.

LEMMA 5.7. |r(/)|<i,/#/, andf conjugate tof'1 implies S"1/,/,
Prew/ By Proposition 5.1 ^/e^T2 so there exist g, heK such that Tngh=f Then

|w + r(g/r)| <i, but |r(gA)| <| so |n| < 1 and/e^2. Also by 5.1 pSfeK2 so there exist

g,heR such that Tngh Sf Then |«-i+ /*(^)|<i, so |/i—£|<1 and n 0 or 1.

If «=0, Sf=gheK2 and S~1/"1=^~V"1^^2, but .S"1/"1 is conjugate to S'Vso
2. Ifn=l, 5" 1f=ghe£2 and Sf^^h'^eR2, but SpMs conjugate to 5/.

COROLLARY 5.8. ^, &£, S^KaK2 and feK2 implies SnfeKkfor \n\^k-2.
Proof For the first part apply the lemma to feË. The second part is true by

assumption for A:=2 and the inductive step follows from the first part.
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Sn can be wntten as an m-foldproduct of commutâtors in SL
for |n|<2m-2.

Proof Take/=/and k 2m m 5.8 and use 5 6.

PROPOSITION 3.1. For \n\^k-2, Sn g{ g\ where gleTop2S1 covers an

élément in the coset J SL(2).

Proof, It remains to show that for feK,f=g2 where geTop2Si covers a matnx

j th l Tnf d h 2of determinate -1. Let g0 cover HQ ^j, then gl Tnf0.g0 and hence g20

hâve fixed points so |r(gg)|<± and w 0. Fmally/= h~1foh (h~1goh)2.

6. Foliations and flat connections

If the bundle/rF-»Mhas a totally disconnected structure group and the base M
and fibre F are manifolds, there îs a naturally associated foliation of E In the notation
of Steenrod [10, §2.3] there are submersions/?l:/?"1(Fl)^F, the inverse images of
points are leaves of a foliation ofp~ * (Vt). For a component U ofp'1 (Vt n V3) there îs

a commutative triangle

U

-?F

where the diffeomorphism hJX given by hJl(y)=gJl(x) y for any xsU îs well-defined
since the coordmate transformation gJt îs constant on components of ViC\Vy Hence
there îs a well-defined foliation on E and p restncted to a leaf îs a covenng space of B.

If the structure group acts smoothly on F, then the foliation îs smooth.
A revealmg example îs given by M=Sl, F=S19 and cp takes the generator of

tt^S1) to rotation through the angle a. Although tt1(51)=Z has a natural discrète

topology, image q> îs discrète only when a îs rational m which case it îs finite cychc.

If a îs irrational, image q> îs infinité cychc with a totally disconnected topology which
dépends on a. The bundle îs trivial as an SO (2) bundle and with a suitable choice of
coordinates, E&S1 xS1, the leaves of the associated foliation are the orbits of the
constant vector field of slope a.

Ehresmann [3] and [4] defines a connection m a differentiable fibre bundle to be

an /w-dimensional distribution (subbundle amcTE, where m âimM) transverse to
the fibres (a+kerdp %E) such that any curve in the base îs covered by an intégral
curve starting from any point m the fibre. He shows that this last condition îs auto-
matically satisfied when F îs compact. Let QM be loops based at x and identify F
with the fibre at x. Then this structure gives nse to a homomorphism q> : QM-+ DiffF.
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irncp is called the holomony group. For a bundle with structure group G we also

require imcpcG. This generalizes the notion of a connection in a principal bundle
(see Nomizu [8] especially p. 43).

The connection is flat if the distribution is integrable. For a principal bundle this
is équivalent to the vanishing of the curvature form. In the flat case (p induces a homo-
morphism <p:nï(M)-+DiïïF. Using cp, n1(M) acts on the universal covering space
M and on F and E=£î xntiM)F. This construction is described by Haefliger in
[5, pp. 373-5] including an example with F=Si and M the Klein bottle. See also

Milnor [7, p. 221].
The map sending AeGL to \detA\~1/2 AeTop2S1 is a homomorphism and a

déformation retract of GL to the subgroup of matrices with determinate ± 1, hence

a plane bundle Ç over M with group GL has a flat connection if and only if the asso-
ciated T0P2S1 bundle does. An affine connection on M is a connection on the GL
bundle associated to xM.

COROLLARY 6.1. (Benzecri-Milnor)^l surface M with x (M)^0 hasno flat affine
connection.

Notice that the tangent circle bundle of a surface (the bundle of oriented tangent
directions) does satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.1. It is possible to give a (some-
what bizarre) géométrie interprétation to the resuit in that case. Let { be the tangent
circle bundle. A point of £ corresponds to a direction in the tangent space at a point.
A section X of t; over a curve X :/-? M will be called a direction field along X. Suppose
we are given a transverse foliation. The direction field X is parallel along X if it lies in
one leaf of the foliation. The géométrie meaning offlat is that if A is a closed, null-
homotopic curve and if Xis parallel along X then XXi0) Xx(i). For any curve X there
is a tangent direction field and A is a géodésie if this field is parallel along A. IfX and Y
are each parallel along X and XX(0)= — 7A(0), in gênerai XX{1)^ — 7A(1), since generally
the action of n1 (M) on the circle of tangent directions at each point does not préserve
antipodal directions. Thus a curve which is a géodésie (in this sensé) when traversed
in one direction will not generally be one when traversed in the opposite direction.

It is possible however that, although the action of geirrup on S1 does not préserve
antipodal points, the identification of M x S1 with the tangent circle bundle to
fif{Mj^S2) is such that geodesics are independent of orientation; X(t) is a géodésie

if and only if X(-t) is. I thank William Casselman and Gheorghe Lusztig for
conversations concerning the following example.

PSL(2) can be identified with the group of Môbius transformations with real

coefficients, that is complex analytic functions of the form/(z)=(az+b)j(cz+d) where

1 is a non-singular real matrix. Thèse act as isometries on the Poincaré upper

half-plane or, after conjugating by a conformai map, on the Poincaré disk
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A {z:\z\^l}. Let M be a compact Riemann surface of genus ^2. Then there is a

subgroup r^Tc^M) of PSL(2) which acts as a group of covering transformations
on A such that the quotient A/F is conformally équivalent to M, see [9, chapter 9].
Further PSL (2) acts on the unit circle ôA and thus we get a natural représentation

PROPOSITION 6.2. The bundle inducedby the natural représentation <p:7t1(M)->
-> DiffS1 for a compact Riemann surface of genus ^2 is the tangent circle bundle.
Further the geodesics in the (constant négative curvature) metric induced from A are
also geodesics in the sensé described above.

Proof The geodesics in A are circles which meet ôA orthogonally. Define e: xA — A

-> A x S1 by e (vp) (p, 9) where 9 is the first intersection of the géodésie circle through
p in the direction vp with dA, (see Figure 3).

Figure 3

Let t0A be the tangent circle bundles ; e induces a bundle équivalence t0A -^AxS1.
Let geF, (p(g)=g\dA9 and Tog=dg\ToA. The commutativity of the diagram

A

T0A

xSlg-^Ax
1 i

follows from the fact that g takes circles orthogonal to dA into circles orthogonal to
dA. The bundle induced by (p is the quotient of A xSl by the action of F which is

équivalent to the quotient of t0A, that is t0M. If v is a vector field tangent to a geo-
desic À:I-+A then e(vm)=(A(t), 6) where 9 does not dépend on t. Thus the tangent
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direction field to A lies in a leaf of the product foliation of A xS1 which induces the
foliation of t0M, see [5, p. 374].

Ehresmann has shown that if L is a leaf of a differentiable foliation of M, then the
normal bundle can be given a discrète structure group, i.e. reduces from GL to a

totally disconnected subgroup ([4, p. 38] or [5, p. 384]).

COROLLARY 6.3. IfL2 czM* with normal bundle v, M orientable, then L can be

a leafofa differentiablefoliation ofa neighborhoodin M ifandonly if\x (v) [L] | ^ — ix(L)-
The constructive part of Theorem 1 can be used to give a counter-example to this

resuit when the foliation is not differentiable. Let v be an ^-orientable 2-plane bundle

over L with |^(t>) [L]| < — %{L). The associated circle bundle reduces to a totally
disconnected subgroup of Diff/S1; let gij'.S1 ->S1 be a transition function. Define

/£j.:R2-»R2 byfij(r, 6) (r,gij(0)). Then/^- is a homeomorphism but not generally
smooth. The transition functions ftj give the total space of v a topological foliation
(smooth in the compliment of L) in which L is a leaf. L is a smoothly embedded sub-

manifold with normal bundle v but for |#(u) [L]| > — %%{L) the structure group does

not reduce from GL(2) to a totally disconnected subgroup.
As a final application we given the following conséquence of Theorem 1.1.

COROLLARY 6.4. There is a 1 — 1 correspondence between pairs of commuting
homeomorphisms (diffeomorphisms) of S1 and (smooth) foliations of the trivial S1

bundle over S1 xS1 transverse to the fibres (équivalent up to choice ofcoordinates).

7. Products of commutators in SL(2)

In this section we characterize the éléments of SL(2) which are w-fold products of
commutators. For translations Proposition 2.4 is a spécial case of

^ PROPOSITION 7.1. Translation by a is an m-fold product of commutators in

SL(2) //andonly if\a\<m-\.
Recall from §4 that the retraction defined there, when restricted to SL(2), covers

the retraction SL(2)-»SO(2) sending RS to R where we hâve written an arbitrary
matrix in SL(2) as a product, RS, of an orthogonal matrix and a positive definite,

symmetric matrix. This property defines r on SL(2).

THEOREM 7.2. /eSL is an m-fold product of commutators in SL if and only if
there is a g conjugate tofwith \r(g)\ <m — \.

COROLLARY 7.3. The set ofm-fold products of commutators is open.
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Proof. This set equals

which is a union of open sets.

Notice that if/is an m-fold product of commutators then so is any g conjugate to/.
Unfortunately r is not constant on conjugacy classes. Denjoy [2] has defined a retraction

*':Top+»Sfl->R which is constant on conjugacy classes and Milnor has used i

to give a picture of the conjugacy classes in SL(2). For/eTop+ S1 define

K/) H

This limit exists, is independent of x (see [1, p. 406]), and dépends only on the

conjugacy class of/. Denjoy showed that i{feDiS+S1 and /(/) is irrational then/is

conjugate in Top+ S1 to translation by i (/) and gave a counter-example for/eTop+ S1

The trace is also an invariant of conjugacy classes in SL(2) and if |tr^4| >2 it is a

complète invariant, that is A is conjugate to j for a unique a with |a|>l. If
|tr^|<2, then A is conjugate to a rotation through 9 with trA=2 cos#. There are

three classes with trA=2 represented by the matrices j, j, and J.

We define tr/=tr/>/for/eSL.
Milnor's picture is the set of points in R2 with coordinates (/(/), tr(/)) for

/eSL(2), Figure 4.

tr Jpf-2oos2ïï

Figure 4. Conjugacy classes in SL (2).

The points with |tr|=2 represent three classes. Let UeTop+ S1 be the function

covering I J with a fixed point. Then U"1 covers J and the points with
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|tr| =2 and i n/2 are represented by Sn, SnU9 and SnU~1. Let q be the projection of

SL(2) onto the set of conjugacy classes. This set inherits a quotient topology and if
the central éléments, Sn, are deleted it has the structure of a non-hausdorff manifold.
A neighborhood of #£/meets classes with tr>2 and classes with />0 and a neighbor-
hood of qU'1 meets tr>2 and /<0. ^With respect to the quotient topology on qSL the set of m-fold products of com-
mutators can be characterized as follows:

{m-fold products of commutators} q'1 (interior {qf: \i(f)\ < m — £}).

This set includes ail/with \i(f)\^m — \ except 5±(2m-1) and those conjugate to
Sf2w"1(7andS-2m+1(7"1.

We now prove Theorem 7.2. The characterization in terms of i is a fairly easy

conséquence.

LEMMA 7.4. If\\xf\>2, then \r(f)-n/2<i for some neZ andf is conjugate
to S2nf~K

7/*|tr/|^2, then n/2^f(t)-t^ (n+l)/2for some neZ and ail t.

Proof To prove the second part it suffices to show that for A—pf, either 0<^40<
<0 + 7u or 6-n^A0^6 for ail OeS1. Recall that A acts on S1 by acting on oriented

rays in R2, see Figure 5.

Av

Figure 5

jç fx\ +u a (a b\(x\If i> then Av [ ,](\yj \c d)\y)
x ax + by

y ex + dy

cx+dyj

ex2 + (- a + d) xy - by2

Thus it suffices to show that
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is either ^ 0 or < 0 for ail x, y. The discriminant of this quadratic form is A (—a + d)2

+4bc (a + d)2 — 4, since detA l. If |tr^4|<2, then A^O and hence the quadratic
form does not change sign.

If |tr/| >2,/covers a matrix A with real eigenvalues A, 1/2. Thus there is a OeS1

such that A0 6 if À >0 or A0 9 + n if A <0. Hence there is an ^ such that/(x)
Snx x+h/2 for somen. Then 5.3 implies r{f)-\<n\2<r(/)+ J, so |r (/)-n\2\ <

<\. Further txS2nf~1 {- \)2n tr/'^tr/. If |tr/| >2, then S2"/'1 is conjugate to
some translate Tmf. By 5.4 and 4.3 \r(Trnf)-r(S2nf-1)\<i hence |m-/2 + 2r(/)|<i,
but |r(/)-«/2|<i, so |m|<l and hence 52"/"1 is conjugate to/.

LEMMA 7.5. If\trf\ >2 and |r(/)-n/2| <i ^e«/or any t with \t-n/2\ <i there

is a g conjugate tofwith r{g) t.

Proof. Let g be a conjugate to / and cover j. This matrix retracts to

1 + lia — e

Hence sin2nr(g) e/J(a+l/a)2+e2.
Applying the homomorphism/ of §2 to Corollary 4.9 gives

COROLLARY 7.6. IffteSL there is an x such that

\Uu fil .- Ulm-U flrn] (X) - X|< m ~ i
This proves part of Proposition 7.1 and the rest follows from 7.2.

LEMMA 7.7. IfO^f(t)-t^ andf^I, S thenf, S~1feK2.
Proof. By Proposition 5.1 pfeK2 so f=Tngh for some g, heK. By 7.6 there is an

x such that \gh(x)~x\<%, hence n-%<f(x)-x<n + %. Also 0^f(x)-x^i so

hence « 0. In the second case 5"1/=T/I^5 \gh(x)-x\ <£, so n<f{x)-
l. Thus 0<n+l<f so « 0.

LEMMA 7.8. If\r{g)\>m-%, then geK2m.

Proof. If |trgï>2, then by 7.4 \r(g)-n/2\<i and g is conjugate to S^g'1. By
Lemma 5.7 S""g, S~H±1geR2. Also |/i/2| <m-i so |«| ^2m-1. Then by 5.8 ge£2m.

If |trg|<2, then n/2^g(t)-t^(n+l)/2. Hence |r(g)-n/2-i|<i, so |n/2 + i|<
<m—\ so — 2m+ Kw^2w —2. By 2.4 we may assume g is not a power of S. Then

£-"£ and S^'1 geR2 by Lemma 7.7, and by 5.8 geK2m.
The sufficiency of the condition in Theorem 7.2 now follows from Lemma 5.6.

The proof is completed by the following
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LEMMA 7.9. Assume fis an m-foldproduct of commutators in SL. Then |tr/|<2
implies \r{f)\ <m — \ and |tr/| >2 implies fis conjugate to g with \r{g)\ <m — \.

Proof By 7.6 \f(x)-x\<m-% for some x. If |tr/|<2, then ii/2</(f)-f<
<(n+l)/2, so -i</(r)-/-/i/2-i<i. Hence |»/2 +J|<m-} and -m + i<«/2^

-l. We may assume fis not a power of S, hence n/2<r(f)<(n+l)/2. Then

If |tr/|>2, then |r(/)-w/2|<±. By 5.5 |r(/)|<m-i so \n/2\<m, hence |«/2|<
— ^. Now by 7.5 there is a g conjugate to/with \r(g)\ <m — \.
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